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For several decades Bingham, Utah was
a turbulent mining town. Built on the
edge of the "greatest hole on earth," its
inhabitants slaved for gold and then for
copper. One day Bingham disappeared,
consumed by the mine for which the
people had toiled so long.

Upstairs to a Mine is the loving nar-
rative about that vibrant, vertical town
where everyone lived upstairs to some-
one or something. Not the kind of book
that demands intricate cerebral gymnas-
tics, it lopes along like a visit with
Grandma or a favorite aunt. It is the kind
of book that Mom picks up between
loads of laundry or that history buffs
browse on a pleasant evening. A pot-
pourri of nationalities, generations and
activities, this is not a Mormon book in
the truest sense, but the Mormon soul
will instantly recognize the terrain.

These reminiscences of Violet Boyce
and Mabel Harmer are retold with keen
insight and kindly humor. The memories
are vivid and descriptive, but they leap-
frog, leaving large gaps that sometimes
puzzle the reader. In spite of this, the
book is fairly concise and does not ram-
ble as many such narratives are prone to
do.

Set in Bingham and the surrounding
Salt Lake valley in the opening quarter
of the century, the book begins chrono-
logically, but soon dissolves into a col-
lection of humorous tales and interesting
anecdotes. Everyone in Bingham is re-
lated to everyone else either by blood or
by longevity of approximation, and the
interactions of this ragged clan in daily
survival display a wealth of imagination
and some remarkable personalities.

In the forefront of these is "Aunt
Becky." She plays a prominent part in

many of the incidents and seems to have
been particularly admired by the author.
Aunt Becky is a closet feminist who
". . . had a home in Midvale and owned
the Miner's Hotel in Bingham. She ran
both with great efficiency and even had
enough energy left over to run the town
. . . " leaving little doubt in anyone's
mind that " . . . (neither) the mayor nor
the sheriff had any great illusions as to
who was the real boss."

Notable for his ingenuity was Mr.
Wallin, a grandfatherly Welshman, full
of good humor, songs, tricks and stories.
A favorite of the children of Bingham, he
had a watch-cat named Midnight whose
reputation could chill the heart of any
child. Mr. Wallin's imaginative use of
Midnight regulated the enthusiastic vis-
its of neighborhood children to tolerable
doses.

Of particular interest to today's ho-
mogenous society might be the diverse
nationalities which inhabited Bingham.
The Swedes are extolled as the " . . .
greatest celebrants of any people . . .
when it came to Christmas. They made
it last almost a month." Scattered
throughout the narrative are such dis-
parate characters as an Assyrian with a
double hernia, a patriotic Armenian,
Chinese who bathe every night in tin
tubs, Greek bakers and Finns who en-
joyed saunas before they became a status
symbol.

Reproduced in the book are several
old photos which, while interesting,
would be more valuable if dated. Readers
unfamiliar with the locale might also
wish for a map of Bingham and the
surrounding valley.

Overall the book suffers from
sloppy editing. It is filled with cliches
and town jokes that, although part of the
vernacular, need not be given such
prominent display. Better organization
would make the book less confusing.
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